Maps

1. Important ports and defended coastal sites in early seventeenth-century Japan
2. Nagasaki harbor batteries and domainal residences, late seventeenth century
3. Domainal territorial sovereignty in Nagasaki maritime areas
4. Sea islands and domainal sovereignty in the Genkai Sea, early eighteenth century
5. Uraga Bay defenses
6. Treaty ports with insets of Hakodate and Yokohama

Figures

2.1. Fukuoka forces firing on Chinese ships near Shirajima, folding screen, ca. 1730
3.1. Fukuoka domain’s guard ships secure the harbor entrance as an approaching Dutch vessel fires a ritual cannon salute, folding screen, 1813
4.1. Portrait of Nabeshima Naomasa, photograph, 1859
4.2. Tomachi battery in Nagasaki harbor flying the black-and-white heraldic regalia of the Fukuoka domain, late Edo period
4.3. Shinagawa batteries, lithograph, 1860
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5.1  Utagawa Hiroshige, *View of the Shiba Coast*, woodblock print, second lunar month of 1856  
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5.2  Stirling’s 1854 visit to Nagasaki, lithograph, 1855  
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5.3  Hashimoto Sadahide, *Complete Picture of the Newly Opened Port of Yokohama*, woodblock print, 1859  
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